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“The important thing is not to stop 
questioning. Curiosity has its own 

reason for existing.”
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To acquire knowledge, one must study; 
but to acquire wisdom, one must 
observe.
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Artificial Intelligence (AI), with its numerous 
applications, has been assisting humans by 
automating monotonous tasks and augmenting 
high-value work. There have always been concerns 
over AI replacing humans at the workplace, but it has 
mostly been limited to repeat, mundane tasks. The 
creative fields have remained relatively unperturbed by 
such advances in technology. However, a slate of art 
generating AI tools and platforms in the market has 
stirred up a discussion in the art industry too.

In April, the AI company OpenAI issued a warning 
while announcing their new service called DALL-E 2 - 
“the model may increase the efficiency of performing 
some tasks like photo editing or production of stock 
photography, which could displace jobs of designers, 
photographers, models, editors, and artists.”

The foundation of these image generating tools is the 
technical progress in computer vision, a research area 
dedicated to designing algorithms that can process 
meaningful visual information. The AI is fed and 
trained on a set of data and is then able to generate 
images through natural language prompts. However, 
these image generating systems lack any real 
understanding of the world. The creativity of humans 
is essential in giving the inputs and then tweaking and 
finalizing the output. These are aesthetic expressions 
of the artist and the AI tools are just that, tools of an 
artist! 

Proponents of this tech say that it makes visualization 
easier and lowers the barrier to entry for artistic creations. Experts are of the opinion that there’s a lot of complexity to 
creating art that machines are not ready for yet. So, artists needn’t worry about losing their jobs to machines, yet.
But there is another set of concerns that require thorough research and prompt action. As with any other AI, such tools 
can be used to propagate bias, discrimination and spread false information. As the technology advances, creating 
convincingly realistic looking images and photos will become easier. While some companies have said they have put 
measures in place to ensure their tools are not misused, it may not be wise to throw caution to the wind yet.

We have some insightful articles in this issue. 

In this edition, Team enGAge spoke with James Wellman, Chief Digital & Information Officer, Blanchard Valley Health 
System, about his passion for technology, some of his biggest challenges and how that has shaped him. Please do 
read the entire interview.

Sundaramoorthy S has written Enabling Stabilized Network Security while the Global Economy is Sinusoidal.

Akansha Paliwal has written Achieving Data Governance Success in BFSI.

Priyanka Pandey has written How is Technology Saving the Planet?

Naveen KT and Chintha Sai Priya have written Collaboration – A Key to Growth.

Akshayaa S has written Mental Health and the Role of Counseling.

Happy Reading!



What’s New In Tech

DeepMind’s AlphaFold AI predicts nearly entire 
protein universe

Google’s DeepMind AI announced it has successfully used AI to 
predict the 3D structures of nearly every catalogued protein known 
to science. It is a significant advance in biology that will accelerate 
drug discovery and help address problems such as sustainability 
and food insecurity.

Robots learn tasks by watching humans 
through a novel method

Researchers have developed a new learning method for robots 
called WHIRL, short for In-the-Wild Human Imitating Robot 
Learning. WHIRL is an efficient algorithm for one-shot visual 
imitation. It can learn directly from human-interaction videos and 
generalize that information to new tasks.

Leveraging AI to train robots to work together

Researchers have developed a method to train multiple agents 
such as robots or drones to work together using multi-agent 
reinforcement learning, a type of artificial intelligence. They used 
machine learning to solve this problem by creating a utility function 
that tells the agent when it is doing something useful or good for 
the team.

Engineers teach a robot to imagine itself

Researchers have created a robot that is able to learn a model 
of its entire body from scratch, without any human assistance. 
They demonstrated how their robot created a kinematic model of 
itself, and then used its self-model to plan motion, reach goals, 
and avoid obstacles in a variety of situations. It even automatically 
recognized and then compensated for damage to its body.



ZIFTM listed in 2022 Gartner® 
Market Guide for AIOps Platforms
GS Lab | GAVS has been recognized as a Representative Vendor in 2022 Gartner® Market 
Guide for AIOps Platforms.

ZIFTM (https://zif.ai/) is an award-winning platform for IT Operations, powered by Artificial 
Intelligence (AI). Leveraging the power of AI on telemetry data ingested in real-time, ZIFTM 
provides insights, and resolves issues predicted by the platform – resulting in consistent 
availability of application services whenever the end-user needs them.

According to the 2022 Gartner® Market Guide for AIOps Platforms: “AIOps platforms 
enable decision making across design, deploy, execute and operate activities by automated 
contextualization of large, varied volumes of operational data. I&O leaders should use AIOps 
platforms to analyze and share application life cycle insights, making digital business 
observable.”

“AIOps platforms enhance a broad range of IT practices, including I&O, DevOps, SRE, security 
and service management. The central functions of AIOps platforms are discussed below.”

“Yet there is no doubt: There is no future of IT operations that does not include AIOps.”

Sumit Ganguli, CEO, GS Lab | GAVS, said, “We are excited to be listed in Gartner® Market 
Guide and we believe this reinforces in our belief on ZIF’s capabilities and our commitment to 
our customers on the outcomes promised and demonstrated through significant cost savings 
and eliminating downtime. We are committed to be among the leading AI-led technology 
companies.”

You may request for the entire report here: https://zif.ai/gartner-aiops-market-guide-2022/

Gartner, Market Guide for AIOps Platforms, Pankaj Prasad, Padraig Byrne, Gregg Siegfried, 30th May 2022.

Gartner does not endorse any vendor, product or service depicted in its research publications and does not 
advise technology users to select only those vendors with the highest ratings or other designation. Gartner 
research publications consist of the opinions of Gartner’s research organization and should not be construed 
as statements of fact. Gartner disclaims all warranties, expressed or implied, with respect to this research, 

including any warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.

Gartner is a registered trademark and service mark of Gartner, Inc and/or its affiliates in the US and 

international and is used herein with permission. All rights reserved.

https://zif.ai/
https://zif.ai/gartner-aiops-market-guide-2022/ 
https://zif.ai/gartner-aiops-market-guide-2022/ 


NASSCOM Healthcare Innovators Meet 
organized in association with GS Lab | GAVS

The Innovators Meet held at GS Lab | GAVS’ Chennai premises was attended by 50+ innovators, industry 
leaders, investors to stimulate technology-driven innovation in AI and IoT, and co-creation opportunities.

18 innovators presented their ideas and products that ranged from AI for pre-emptive care monitoring to 
interventions, AI for supply chain logistics, robots for seamless care delivery, AR/VR for surgeries, AI for 
mental health interventions, etc.

Mr. Chandra Mouli, ex-CIO Sankara Nethralaya, delivered a speech on the industry perspective on trends and 
innovation drivers and needs. He shared, “Data and AI is becoming an integral part of our journey. With the 
help of AI, we are now democratizing screening and more verticals are getting into it. The quantum change that 
is taking place in the industry is that we are empowering consumers with data.”

Prof. Nandan Sudarsanam, Associate Professor and Core Member of the Robert Bosch Center for Data 
Science and Artificial Intelligence (RBCDSAI), IIT Madras, discussed a few healthcare use cases that is being 
worked on by GAVS along with IIT-M. He said, “We have been working on some very interesting problems at 
the intersection of healthcare and data science…I see this field has been obsessed with setting up these data 
pipelines, before we can get into doing the analytics. So, one of the major success stories that GAVS has had 
with IIT-M is in laying these data pipelines in the form of taking text and codifying it in some structured format…
which can subsequently be used for analytics.”   

The pandemic has given an impetus to the adoption of digital technologies in the healthcare sector. Emerging 
technologies are aiding innovation in this sector to deliver superior care for all at lower costs.

GS Lab | GAVS’ partnership with NASSCOM (National Association of Software and Service Companies) CoE 
– IoT & AI will provide a platform for intelligence-sharing, technology collaboration and incubation to advance 
the adoption/implementation of cutting-edge technology in the healthcare industry in India.



1. Please tell us something 
about your childhood. What 
values had been instilled in 
you that helped you excel 
later in your life?  

My family came from the hills of Eastern Kentucky 
and West Virginia coal mines. My parents moved to 
Lexington, Kentucky and worked multiple jobs until 
they settled into their careers. They taught me that 
anything is attainable if I put in the time and work 
to make it happen. I took a circuitous route to my 
career and worked my way up from a part time PC 
Tech to a CIO. I obtained my Bachelor’s and Master’s 
degree later in life as well so everything is pretty non-
traditional, but it shows it can happen.

2. What have been some of the 
biggest challenges in your life 
and how that has shaped you?

Professionally it was the epiphany that I was not a 
good leader and not someone I would personally 
follow. I had achieved success early on due to my 
technical skills, but I did not develop as a leader. 
Admitting that to myself and having the courage 
to tell my peers and my team that I recognized it in 
myself was daunting. I became a lot more thoughtful 
in my actions from that point forward and I have 
made it a point to look at decisions from different 
perspectives.

James Wellman
Chief Digital & Information Officer, Blanchard Valley 
Health System

Introducing

James Wellman,
Chief Digital & Information Officer, Blanchard 
Valley Health System

James Wellman attended the University of Louisville 
(Louisville, KY) where he completed his Bachelor’s 
degree in workforce leadership. He went on to achieve 
his Master’s degree in healthcare administration 
at Oklahoma State University (Stillwater, OK) and 
eventually became a certified Healthcare Chief 
Information Officer (CHICIO) from the College of 
Healthcare Information Management Executives.

Prior to joining Blanchard Valley Health System, 
Wellman had been the Chief Information and 
Compliance Officer for Comanche County Memorial 
Hospital in Oklahoma. He has over 30 years of 
experience working in health care information 
technology (IT), beginning his career at the University 
of Kentucky HealthCare and dedicating 21 years to 
the organization’s IT department.
Wellman has a passion for working in the community 
hospital environment and understands the great 

responsibility health care IT has on an organization 
and community.
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3. When did you discover your 
passion for technology?

As kid I was constantly taking things apart and 
putting them back together and I worked multiple 
jobs in high school, including small motor repair 
which I found fascinating. My first computer was 
a Commodore C64 and I was the US Army when I 
bought it to play games. I would buy magazines that 
talked about them and I discovered the coding and 
how I could use it as a tool to do other work. When 
my enlistment was up and I returned to college I 
took my first computer science class and through a 
fortuitous series of events I ended up with a part time 
job in the IT Department. I would go home and work 
on computers in my spare time and I truly enjoyed my 
work. 

4. How would you define 
success?

I think you should always have a personal/
professional goal that you want to achieve, and you 
should develop a plan on how you want to get there. 
It usually does not go according to plan, but as long 
as you are moving forward you can find personal 
success. That is only a part of the equation, as 
personal satisfaction is critical to me as I work to live, 
and I don’t want my job being the only thing I do. The 
most exciting successes to me have been in watching 
others develop and achieve their goals and knowing 
that I played small role in helping them to achieve 
that. I have mentored over a dozen co-workers to 
go back to school and finish degrees and in some 
cases pursue entirely new careers and that is simply a 
wonderful feeling. 

5. How do you continue to grow 
and develop as a leader?

As I mentioned earlier, I always seek input and look at 
situations from multiple points of view. I have often 
changed direction based on feedback from my co-
workers and I found that being firm, not rigid gets the 
best results. I am always looking to improve myself in 
areas where I feel I need help and I am not shy about 
asking someone to mentor or coach me as needed. 
I also offer this to other people as well and I usually 
find myself learning just as much from them. Lastly, 
I watch people and teams that are successful and 
unsuccessful, and I note what their leaders do that 

stand out, good or bad, and I use that to help me with 
my own development. 

6. Looking back on your journey 
and knowing what you know 
now, what is the one piece of 
advice you would have given 
yourself along the way?

I would never change anything in the past as I enjoy 
where I am today. I would tell a younger me to study 
a bit harder, be patient and finish what you started. 
That last part came to me later in life and has served 
me well.

7. What advice would you give 
those who want to pursue a 
career in STEM?

Chase your passions and it is never too late to 
change your direction or goals. Don’t let anyone tell 
you that you cannot do it and I abhor it when I hear 
someone try and limit another person’s ambitions. 
Instead be realistic in your goals and know that you 
can and should continue to evolve. Some of the best 
engineers and coders I have ever worked with were 
B/C students so don’t be afraid to fail and never give 
up.
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We know that Network Security is the heart of 
businesses across industries. In this article, I will 
discuss how we could enable network security 
regardless of status of the economy.

When it comes to network security, it should be 
always 100%. The business and the network should 
be strongly secured with the full potential of the 
infrastructure of the networks. It’s impossible to 
measure the Network Security on percentage basis. 

For network security, percentage is not a valid 
measure to scale it, other than maximum. It’s out of 
scope to say the business network is 80% or 90% 
secured, even 99.99% of IT security coverage is a 
weak network. The reason being the gap of 0.1% is 
more than sufficient for the hackers to breach the 
networks. To highlight again, IT networks should 
always be strong irrespective of the global market’s 
financial trends. 

Enabling Stabilized Network 
Security while the Global 
Economy is Sinusoidal

Sundaramoorthy S

Fig 1.1 Global Financial trend vs Individual Entity revenue trend
Note: The graph plotting does not represent any specific entity or quarters of the global trend, the plotting is 

used for reference only for the documentation in general.
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the lowest, but it’s the best time for strengthening the 
IT infrastructures, SOC & NOC (Security Operations 
Centre & Network Operations Centre). 

When the revenue is low, often business strategies 
change to give the revenue a boost. Whatever 
measures are taken, temporary and permanent, 
it should be ensured that network security is not 
compromised regardless of the revenue. Any lapses 
in this period may turn into serious risks for the future 
of the business. 

Recommended vs Unsecured 
Approach

Fig 1.2 shows the Recommended and Unsecured 
way of strengthening the business. Recommended 
approach suggests standard strengthening of SOC 
& NOC of the business entity, it also shows the 
unsecured approach which is not recommended and 
threatens the future of the business. Aligning the 
individual entity’s revenue with the investment on 
network security it is not recommended and secure. 

Ripple Effect

As we have discussed the ups and downs of the 
global economy, let me discuss a tiny approach on 
how to handle the financial trends effectively without 
affecting the business and exceeding the limited 
budgets. As soon as we see the financial market 

Fig 1.1 shows the Global financial trends on how 
the market is performing with ups and downs based 
on the multiple other factors in the industry for a 
financial quarter. Orange line in Fig 1.1 show how 
the Individual Entity has generated revenue in each 
quarter. By using these two graphs of Global financial 
trend and individual entity’s revenue let see how to 
stabilize the network security.

Security enforcement in the corporate and business 
networks should be stabilized. Enforcement and 
the allocation of funds for security should never be 
proportional to market’s financial trend or based 
on the individual entity revenue, it should always be 
based on the infrastructure in the network. 

Economy vs Revenue Trend

Consider the fig 1.1, the plot Qn shows that the 
Market and Entities financial performance is at the 
peak. It does not indicate that it’s the right time to 
start focusing on strengthening the Network Security. 
It’s the right time to focus on the CORE of business, 
and to focus on that, the business environment 
should be fully equipped with the required IT 
infrastructures - Network Security being one of 
the pillars. To achieve this mode of business, the 
investment for strengthening the Network Security 
should start multiple quarters earlier regardless of 
the financial market and revenue of the entity. In fig 
1.1, lets focus on the plotting Qn+6 which represents 
the Market and financial revenue of the Entity is at 

Fig 1.2 Recommended (Series1) approach vs Unsecured Approach (Series 2), Global financial trend (Series 3) 
for reference

Note: The graph plotting does not represent any specific entity or quarters of the global trend, the plotting is 
used for reference only for the documentation in general. 
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About the Author

Sundar has more than 13 years of experience in IT, IT security, IDAM, PAM 
and MDM project and products. He is interested in developing innovative 
mobile applications which saves time and money. He is also a travel 
enthusiast.

trend moving in the unexpected directions, it should 
be taken as an opportunity to invest. This will help 
the global market in moving towards the positive 
direction. The investment which you make as leader 
will be utilized for the Entity and yet help the global 

market. The investment could be small, like a drop 
which creates ripple effect for the global economy, 
multiple such micro, small, medium and large 
investments creates many ripples which definitely 
pushes the trends upwards.

Ripple of Investments impacting Global financial market

So, what could be the right amount to invest? Yes, 
it’s a billion-dollar question. It depends on individual 
infrastructure capacities and business Network 
Security requirements. Keeping your Network Security 
always strong is the ultimate goal. Let’s not waver our 
focus from that.
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Data is central to every aspect of a business and 
hence an effective data management strategy is 
critical for the success of its initiatives. Data reliability 
increases operational efficiencies, cuts costs, and 
enables regulatory compliance, and good data 
governance is key to achieving that. Data governance 
establishes the policies, procedures, people, 
infrastructure, and technologies for safe storage, 
handling, and protection of data. In this regard, the 
financial services industry has been moving towards 
conversion of policies and procedures established on 
paper into enforceable governance processes. For the 
BFSI sector, data accountability, traceability, and the 
availability of accurate data for risk aggregation and 
reporting, are important governance goals. 

Regulatory bodies around the world are keenly 
focusing on data governance. For instance, The Bank 
of International Settlements (BIS) has published 
principles of effective risk data aggregation and 
risk reporting. The Financial Conduct Authority also 
released similar guidelines in the UK as part of the 
Prudential Sourcebook for Banks, Building Societies, 
and Investment Firms (BIPRU). In Canada, the Office 
of the Superintendent of Financial Institutions (OSFI) 
has published data maintenance principles for 
institutions following the International Ratings Based 
(IRB) approach.

While data governance solutions and tools help 
organizations understand, secure, and trust their data, 
banks and other financial institutions often prioritize 
only mandatory initiatives or those that will deliver 
a good ROI. To fully realize the potential of available 
data, banks must look at data governance programs 
as more than regulatory necessities. They should also 
adopt an adaptive governance program that will allow 
flexibility to meet the unique needs of the modern 
digital organization and to customize as relevant. 

Data Governance Regulations

In the banking industry, data governance includes 
setting data format standards, identifying structured 
and unstructured data that needs to be protected, 
tagging data types based on source, creating 
employee roles and assigning responsibilities, 
establishing metrics to quantify effectiveness, 
implementing automation tools, and periodically 
monitoring to identify areas of improvements. 

Understanding the growing importance of data 
governance, several new regulations have come 
into existence in recent years. This pressure for 
transparency and data accuracy originates from 
financial crises, including the banking collapse in 
2008. Personal data and privacy legislation such 
as the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) 
is globally followed. US federal and state data 
protection laws such as California Consumer Privacy 
Act (CCPA) are implemented to improve data privacy. 
The Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLB) regulates banks’ 
collection, disclosure, and use of personal /non-public 
information in the banking industry. Federal Trade 
Commission (FTC), with guidelines from GLB, acts as 
the primary protector of banking privacy. 

Importance of Data Governance 
in BFSI

The most common data governance tools BFSI 
players use, focus on incident management, 
compliance, process management, risk management, 
audit management, data quality, and security. 
Combining these traditional tools with Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) will help 
better identify, retain, and engage customers. With 
these enhanced data governance models, banks can 
effectively collect proprietary customer insights to 
improve the competitiveness of their digital marketing 
capabilities. These data governance tools also help 

Achieving Data 
Governance Success
in BFSI

Akansha Paliwal
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banking and financial institutions improve their 
operational efficiency, automate processes, enhance 
customer satisfaction, improve fraud detection, and 
support business growth. Data governance also helps 
monitor and neutralize data security breaches without 
compromising time or data. 

However, many of these benefits are lost to traditional 
banks, which currently lack the capabilities to process 
the sheer volume of customer data. According to 
2022 Data Governance Trends in Financial Services, 
addressing the skill gap in cloud technology is the 
biggest challenge with data governance. 

Implementing a Successful Data 
Governance Program

A data governance program must include the bank’s 
data governance policy, a defined framework that lists 
how, what, and where data is being collected, stored, 
managed, and used, the duties and responsibilities 
of business leaders, and a data governance 
committee for implementation and review. Creating a 
sustainable data governance program requires strong 
management support. To ensure data governance is 
not considered only a regulatory measure, banks and 
financial institutions must

• Clearly set data governance goals based on 
defined business objectives

• Involve all stakeholders through the planning and 
execution process

• Define a data management strategy that aligns 
with the business goals

• Assign employee accountabilities and 
responsibilities

• Train employees to meet governance objectives 
across all processes daily

• Develop feedback and review program to make 
necessary improvements

Banks must assess the business’s data maturity 
and governance to achieve success with a data 
governance program. This helps align business 
objectives with data initiatives, modify governance 
processes, and redefine SLAs. While regulatory 
compliance is mandated, it is important to note that 
every business, even within the same industry, will 
have different priorities and needs. Data governance 
is a personalized process that needs to be considered 
for positive operational and business outcomes. 
A successful data governance program will help 
build a secure data foundation for the organization 

and improve the brand’s image in the eyes of the 
customers and other stakeholders. 

GS Lab | GAVS for BFSI

GS Lab | GAVS is a trusted technology partner 
for several global banks and financial services 
companies. We are known for our flexible pricing 
models, deep domain expertise in core and support 
processes/technologies, and AI powered digital 
transformation solutions/services. For more 
information, please visit
https://www.gavstech.com/banking-financial-
services/.

About the Author

Akansha is part of Solutions & Strategy team at GAVS. She has 4+ years of 
work experience focused on presales, market research and analysis and 
sales enablement. She is responsible for enabling and supporting BFS deals 
as part of Solutions and Strategy group.
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“Never has science around the world been so abundant 
to meet the challenges that we have.”
– Emmanuel Macro

Recently, Tata Chemicals Europe made it to headlines 
of major newspapers and news websites for all the 
good reasons. They opened the UK’s largest carbon 
capture plant that can capture 40,000 tonnes of 
carbon dioxide each year - equivalent to taking over 
20,000 cars off the roads! This is just one of the many 
examples of how technology is playing a significant 
role in decoupling development and environmental 
degradation. Now more than ever, the emergence of 
new technologies has the potential to transform the 
crucial process of environmental protection.

Climate Change is Real

“Climate change is not a religion. It is a science. Do 
I believe in it? No. I look at the data, and the data is 
clear: it’s real, it’s us, it’s bad, and the time to fix it is 
NOW.” 
- Prof. Katharine Hayhoe, Climate Scientist

The Earth is warming, and the climate is changing 
at an unprecedented rate, and we have unequivocal 
evidence for that. The world is seeing a peak in 
undernourishment as extreme weather is affecting 
food production, availability of freshwater is declining, 
and health issues are on the rise, increasing mortality 
rates. Ecosystems are also degrading steeply, limiting 
their ability to support human well-being.

July 28, 2022 was the Earth Overshoot Day. For the 
uninitiated, it is a date calculated by Global Footprint 
Network, an international non-profit organization, 
when humanity’s demand for ecological resources 
exceeds the amount Earth can regenerate in that year. 
It is a stark reminder that urgent actions must be 
taken to preserve global biodiversity.

Here is how Technology can help

A new wave of technology is emerging which 
provides deeper understanding and insights into 
the various environmental challenges and assist us 
in finding ways in which we can solve them. In fact, 
these technologies are not just providing solutions 
to climate change problems but are also helping in 
convincing both industry leaders and policymakers 
to take immediate actions by making it possible to 
measure the intensity, pinpoint sources and attach a 
number to these problems. Data-driven transparency 
is a very important aspect in climate change 
awareness.

Some of the technologies that are helping us reboot 
the health of our planet are:

1.   Carbon Capture
      Carbon capture, utilization and storage (CCUS) 
      technologies, involve capturing of carbon dioxide 
      (CO2) from fuel combustion or industrial 
      processes, transporting it mainly via ship or 
      pipeline, and either using it as a resource to create 
      valuable products or services or permanently 
      storing it deep underground in geological 
      formations. Direct air capture (DAC) is also 
      possible, which captures CO2 directly from 
      ambient air (as opposed to a point source). The 
      obtained CO2 can be transformed into variety 
      of products like solvents, fuels (methanol, aviation 
      fuel), concrete, fertiliser, etc. It is believed that 
      carbon capture can achieve 14 percent of the 
      global greenhouse gas emissions reductions 
      needed by 2050.

2.   Methane Tracking Satellite
      Methane emissions are responsible for a quarter 
      of all the warming we’re experiencing today. 
      To map and measure methane emissions around 
      the world with precision, a subsidiary of the non-
      profit Environmental Defense Fund, MethaneSAT 
      LLC has signed a contract with SpaceX to launch 

How is Technology
Saving the Planet?

Priyanka Pandey
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      a satellite called ‘MethaneSAT’ on October 1, 
      2022. The data from MethaneSAT will be 
      available for free to everyone and will help 
      countries, companies and citizens spot problems 

      and identify reduction opportunities. This is not 
      the first satellite of its kind. Another space-based 
      methane monitoring tool is TROPOMI, launched by 
      the European Space Agency in 2017.

Figure 1: MethaneSAT, shown in an artist’s rendering

Figure 2: A robotic underwater craft

3.   Undersea Robotic Craft
      To mitigate climate change, studying the ocean 
      heating patterns is critical as oceans act as 
      an enormous reservoir of both heat and CO2. 
      But gathering accurate and sufficient data about 
      the oceans to feed climate and weather models 
      was a major challenge before the Argo program. 
      Run by an international consortium involving 
      30 nations, this program operates a global fleet of 
      around 4000 undersea robotic crafts, called 
      ‘floats’, scattered throughout the world’s oceans. 
      These floats dive thousands of meters underwater 
      and measure the temperature and salinity with 
      high levels of accuracy. The floats come to the 
      surface every 10 days to transmit their information 
      to data centres, which is then made available to 
      researchers and weather forecasters all over the 
      world. This data is important for understanding 
      both what’s happening now to our climate system 
      and what’s going to happen to it in the future.

4.   AI for Renewable Energy
      Leveraging renewable resources for energy 
      demands usually tops the list of actions to be 
      implemented for climate change but 
      implementation on a global scale is easier 
      said than done. Wind turbines and solar panels 
      are complex, finicky engineering systems that 
      malfunction easily making them costly to operate 
      and maintain. Using artificial intelligence to predict 
      power production and component failures could 
      make it more reliable and an affordable option. 
      Many sensors can be used for monitoring health 
      status of solar panels and wind turbines on utility-
      scale farms and the data from these sensors can 
      be used to train AI models which could then 
      predict unexpected failures or help operators 
      prepare for power outages and plan routine 
      maintenance.

5.   Gravity Energy Storage
      Millions of elevators around the world spend a 
      significant amount of time sitting idle but what 
      if this existing infrastructure could be used to 
      store excess wind and solar energy? Engineers 
      in Austria have proposed an inventive concept for 
      gravity-based energy storage which could be 
      a long-term grid-storage alternative to expensive 
      batteries and other complicated storage systems, 
      called Lift Energy Storage System (LEST). To use 
      the LEST technology, a building needs to be at 
      least 50 meters high, have vacant apartments or 
      corridors on the top and bottom of the building, 
      and an elevator with regenerative braking system. 
      Many scientists have also proposed similar gravity 
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      energy storage systems before, and some start-
      ups are already in testing phase of some of these 
      systems.

6.   Blockchain for Illegal Fishing
      The advances in Blockchain technology is helping 
      stamp out illegal fishing and slave labour in the 
      fishing industry by giving consumers the power 
      to track the entire journey of their fishes “from bait 
      to plate.” This technology can potentially 
      be used for other agricultural commodities as 
      well, revolutionizing systems of certification 
      and traceability. Satellite data and many cost-
      effective GPS tracking devices are also being used 
      to understand the global fishing and global vessel 
      traffic.

7.   Spray-on Plant Coating
      We all know the impact plastics have on 
      environmental degradation and how research 
      is going on to find alternatives to it. In one such 
      research by Rutgers University and Harvard 
      University scientists, a plant-based coating 
      was developed that would be greener and safer 
      than plastic packaging and is also strong enough 
      to protect against bruising. It includes natural 
      antimicrobial agents that can fight harmful 
      bacteria and viruses in addition to preventing 
      spoilage. The coating can increase the shelf-life of 
      food and can easily be rinsed off with water. It 
      takes just three days to biodegrade, reducing 
      the load on landfills and limiting the spread of 
      microplastics.

Need for more options

A new report from the UN’s climate panel shows that 
carbon removal is now non-optional as it’s nearly 
impossible to prevent 1.5 ˚C of global warming 
without substantial efforts. Global greenhouse-gas 
emissions need to be slashed nearly half in just eight 
years and this would require exceptional human 
behavior changes and efficiency improvements which 
would be quite challenging to accomplish in the real 
world.

Different approaches towards slowing down climate 
change have different benefits and challenges 
hence a wider portfolio of carbon removal options is 
needed. This is going to take significant research and 
development work to determine the most effective 
methods according to different scenarios. “We need 
all hands-on deck to explore a diverse set of options 
to enact both deep decarbonization and remove 
carbon dioxide,” wrote Frances Wang, program 

manager at ClimateWorks Foundation, which funds 
carbon removal research efforts.

Conclusion

Many existing technologies can have a use case 
for environmental protection and many more such 
technologies will be emerging as technology is 
advancing rapidly. But we need to understand that 
no human technology can fully replace ‘nature’s 
technology’ perfected over millions of years. No 
technology will be able to help us if behavioral 
changes are not made. Technology can help us save 
the planet but more than anything, we must learn to 
value nature.
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The culture of an organization is driven by the vision, 
mission and the values that guide the behavior of its 
employees. The mantra of most present-day business 
is that “We must collaborate”. Collaboration within 
and across teams in an organization is a sign of 
an engaged workplace as it brings the best out of 
individuals and contributes to the growth and success 
of both individuals and the organization. Collaboration 
also reduces the workload and lets people focus on 
their areas of expertise and share their knowledge to 
help others.

Collaboration
– A Key to Growth

Naveen KT and Chintha Sai Priya

•    Better problem-solving 
     Collaboration in an organization leads to better 
     problem solving as people with different skills and 
     knowledge come together and lend their 
     perspectives to it. Team members with different 
     areas of expertise can contribute to devising a 
     more robust solution. 

Why should Teams collaborate?

A team should collaborate to reach better outcomes 
faster by harnessing the abilities of its members while 
contributing to the growth of the individuals. Let’s 
explore some further reasons.

•    Learning from each other
     Team members who collaborate will always have 
     an opportunity to learn from each other. Diverse 
     teams bring diverse perspectives, experience, and 
     talents to the table. Forming such teams not only 
     ensure better outcomes but also result in 
     knowledge sharing and upskilling of the members. 

•    Breaking down silos
     A successful organization always encourages 
     collaboration within and across teams. Feedback 
     from people who have a different skillsets and 
     perspectives of the issue will ensure that the 
     problem is comprehensively defined and that 
     will lead to better solutions. It is thus important to 
     break down silos to enable collaboration and foster 
     a culture of innovation.

•    Improving individual and collective participation
     When working together, each member should 
     participate equally. It is all about mutual effort 
     and engagement. Each of them should give 
     inputs, brainstorm unique ideas, and find answers 
     to problems of various projects from time to time. 
     Effective collaboration within and across teams in 
     an organization makes this easy, and it also 
     resolves many of the obstacles that stand in the 
     way of achieving the end-goal of the project. 
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•    Drives Innovation
     Collaboration facilitates the exchange of ideas and 
     thoughts among team members who then weigh in 
     on them with collective expertise. It acts as a 
     catalyst for innovation and helps transform ideas 
     into the final product/solution. 

Tips for enhancing collaboration 
in an organization

•    Aggregate and Adapt: A project manager who 
     encourages collaboration will bring ideas to the 
     table by collecting ideas and suggestions from 
     their teams. This helps them to aggregate the 
     skillset of the entire team. A collaborative team 
     will give successful results by staying adaptive and 
     flexible.

•    Be Transparent: The most effective people who   
     collaborate do not worry about the titles and roles. 
     They are more focused on finding the solutions 
     rather than on who finds them. Also, they share 
     information across the board that increases a 
     sense of workplace community. Keeping an open 
     mind is not only about encouraging everyone 
     to give innovative ideas, but also about listening 
     to others’ ideas. The organization must create a 
     collaborative work environment where employees 
     keep an open mind about sharing ideas and 
     listening to others and their suggestions, concerns, 
     and criticisms. This leads to better teamwork, 
     enhanced trust, and most importantly greater team 
     productivity.

•    Energize and Power up: An energized team is 
     the strongest asset of a team in an organization. 
     An effective collaborative team will make sure that 
     every team member works smart and hard. It will 
     bring positive energy to a conversation by helping 
     the team members feel valued. 

•    Team building activities: Teams can collaborate 
     better if they participate in team-building activities 
     like blind drawing, scavenger hunts, workspace 
     makeover, mannequin challenges, and so on. Such 
     activities will bring a positive impact on the 
     workplace culture which will improve 
     communication, motivate employees, increase 
     productivity, and help employees to know each 
     other well.

It is important to foster a collaborative environment to 
improve productivity, engagement, and innovation.
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As they say, there is always a bright side to every bad 
situation, the lockdown period made more people 
slow down, self-analyze, and realize the importance 
of mental health in everybody’s life. Dealing with 
changes in lifestyle and culture has been quite 
challenging for many people. Too many competitions, 
expectations and desires kept people on their toes 
and brought in a lot of stress too. Slowing down 
helped people realize that they should focus more on 
their overall health. Though everybody is now familiar 
with the terminologies like “mindfulness” and “work-
life-balance”, the practical implications are still a 
struggle. Knowing is always easier than doing, isn’t it? 
But one gets to experience the positive changes only 
when they start applying them in their own life!  

For every difficulty we go through in our life or every 
problem that we face, we already have the possible 
solutions within us. What could be stopping us 
from seeing that or in converting what we know into 
action? Sometimes it could be our super-fast lifestyle 
or lack of self-analysis or the difficulty in converting 
our intentions into actions. Or it could be the overload 
of emotions/thoughts which brings in a lot of 
constraints as well. Won’t life be so much easier if we 
all can overcome this and start facing the problems 
more confidently? Recognizing areas where we need 
to make an extra effort might itself need some self-
understanding or thought provocation. Well, if you are 
reading this right now, you have already taken the first 
step towards easing it out.  

The roots of all our problems are often connected 
with areas where we fail to recognize or manage 
thoughts/emotions/behavior. If we can identify and 
process it better, the solution to our problems flows 
automatically. This process of identifying and working 
on our own hidden issues and challenges often gets 
difficult when we need to do it with ourselves. Of 
course, we all might have a good circle of friends 
or relatives to discuss our troubles with. But it is 
quite possible that they might get burdened with our 
issues or might get us carried away with additional 

Mental Health and
the Role of Counseling

Akshayaa S

emotions from their end. Sometimes our problems 
might become gossip for another person creating 
even more disturbances in the mind. This is where we 
can get a little support from a counselor who will be 
able to stimulate new perspectives, empathize with 
the problem, analyze the issues without one’s own 
emotions intervening it and do so while maintaining 
confidentiality.   

Counseling is a talking therapy where the individual 
and the counselor create a comfortable safe space 
to discuss the issues or developmental areas. It is a 
continuous process of understanding the root causes 
of the issues and finding ways to deal with them. The 
counselor focuses on empowering the individual to 
manage the possible root causes better such that 
it becomes easier for the individual to handle any 
future situations by themselves. It is not necessary 
for an individual to face some challenges to come for 
counseling. Sometimes the issue could be completely 
vague. In such situations, the counselor tries to 
understand the individual’s current state of mind 
and stimulates their thoughts to identify the issue by 
brainstorming along with the individual.  

As our personal life, social life and professional life 
are interconnected it might be challenging to ignore 
personal problems while trying to focus on work. 
Often when we try to distract or ignore a problem, it 
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starts getting accumulated instead of fading away. 
The accumulated problems are the ones which burst 
out in various forms (anger, irritation, sadness, etc.) 
in unexpected situations. Hence, it is very much 
recommended to always recognize, process, and sort 
all kinds of issues then and there rather than ignoring 
them. Now that it has become much easier to reach 
out to a counselor, it is better that we sort out all 
kinds of issues at its initial stage itself. Sometimes 
when we try to work on a particular issue, another 
hidden issue might get revealed and resolved over 
the course of the counseling sessions. Hence, it is 
also important that we take up the follow-up sessions 
regularly until we heal ourselves in a holistic way.
 
A little bit of increase in focus on oneself can make 
a huge difference in terms of increasing the quality 
of life. So, let’s try to slow down a bit, take a pause, 
understand what’s happening within us and work on 
tuning it up for the betterment of our own self and 
our loved ones. We are all social beings dependent 
on each other for different kinds of support. Hence, 
it is completely alright to reach out to a counselor to 
enhance our mental wellness for any issues. After all, 
we all are on the same mission towards creating a 
happier and healthier community. 

Anyone associated with GS Lab | GAVS may reach 
out to Akshayaa at Akshayaa.s@gavstech.com and 
discuss their personal and professional challenges 
with her. 
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The knowledge of all things
is possible.

Leonardo da Vinci
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